Terms of Service
Perk and Shipment specifications
Dear backers and visitors,
this is the more serious part. We have to make sure, for example, that user submitted content does
not contain any copyright protected material (as far as we can tell by inspecting it) and also that
name tags / eponyms are not offensive for a teen rated game.
We're also providing shipping information here, since our contract with DHL denies some countries
to be shipped to. Please check if your country may be affected by the given limitations.
Please skip to each specification related to your tiers perks.
Shipping Limitations
We are unable to ship any physical perks to the following countries:
Algeria, Andorra, Angola, Benin, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cape Verde, Central African Republic,
Chad, Comorus, Congo, Cuba, Domenican Republic, Equatorial Guinea, French Guiana, French
Overseas Departments, French Polynesia, French Southern and Antarctic Territories, Gabon,
Guadeloupe and Friends, Guatemala, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Haiti, Honduras, Iran, Iraq, Kosovo,
Lybia, Madagascar, Martinique, Mauritania, Mayotte, Miquelon, Moldova, New Caledonia, Niger,
North Korea, Panama, Réunion, Rwanda, Samolia, San Mario, Sao Tome and Principe, Senegal, St.
Pierre, Syria, Tajikistan, Tunisia, Venezuela, Wallis and Futuna.
If you want to contribute a certain tier and still want to receive the physical perks, please name a
different countries address (friend or family) where we can ship to. From there you can get the
items picked up on your own way.
Screenshots, VODs, Streaming
You are allowed to create screenshots, videos and streams of RUMP! in any non-destructive way or
kind. As long as edited screenshots, videos and overlayed streams still aim at the game, alterations
are granted. It is, however, prohibited to miscreate or deform any media in any fashion which makes
our game offending or insulting in any way.
Feel free to send us a hint about your videos and streams. Just a quick email with a link sent to
rump@dedicationlabs.com is fine - we might feature it on our sites / channels if it fits.
Clothing Information
We're printing the T-Shirts and Hoodies ourselves on quality fabric - so each product is a hand made
unique. Since we're already operating a merchandise shop we do have the hardware and experience

to do so.
After the campaign has ended we'll contact you to get to know the size you'd like to have. T-Shirts
are available in the sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL and in colors black and white.
Hoodies are available in the sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL in color black.
We'll provide you a size chart with the actual measurements, so you have the best size selection
possible. Sadly we can't barter a fabric, especially due to the international shipping hurdle - so
please check your size correctly.
Founder City Name-Tag
If your chosen backer tier includes this perk, you'll get to place your name in our special map
named „Founder City“. This map will be available for play to everyone, but only the specific
backers and tags chosen by the DDC team directly may get their names placed there.
Your name tag may not be offensive, pornographic or otherwise generally unsuitable for a teen rated
game. DDC reserves the right to request a revised / different name tag, to slightly edit given name
tags so they fit space and conventions, to deny requested name tags at all and also to remove name
tags subsequently (if the need may arise, e.g. copyright issues or the like).
Founder City Image
If your chosen backer tier includes this perk, you'll get to place an image along with your name in
our special map named „Founder City“. This map will be available for play to everyone, but only
the specific backers and tags chosen by the DDC team directly may get their names and images
placed there.
Specifications for the image itself (size, resolution, filetype) will be provided with sufficient
advance time to the release of the game.
Your image may not be offensive, pornographic or otherwise generally unsuitable for a teen rated
game. DDC reserves the right to request a revised / different image, to slightly edit given images so
they fit space and conventions, to deny requested images at all and also to remove images
subsequently (if the need may arise, e.g. copyright issues or the like). This perk implies the
preconditions for the „Founder City Name-Tag“.
Map-Name / Eponym
If your chosen backer tier includes being the eponym („name giver“) for a map, then we'll provide
you a set of three screenshots of your future map, so you can get an idea of how it will look upon
release of the game. You may then propose the name for this map, which we will check back against
our ToS. Once both parties settled with a name it can not be changed again, since the map will have
to be recognizable using this name (user generated content, like guides and speedruns, may use the
map name as an identifier).

Your map name may not be offensive, pornographic or otherwise generally unsuitable for a teen
rated game. DDC reserves the right to request a revised / different map name, to slightly edit the
given map name so it fits space and conventions, to deny a requested map name at all and also to
remove a map name subsequently (if the need may arise, e.g. copyright issues or the like).
Meet & Greet („Meet & Rump“)
If your chosen backer tier includes the Meet & Greet over here in Hamburg, Germany, you'll get to
enjoy a full day with the whole DDC team and a few other generous people fond of travelling. We'll
explode some sights of Hamburg, while making stops here and there to taste good meals and
snacks. All day long we're available to your ideas and feedback on this very private trip.
In order to make the Meet & Greet happen, multiple persons have to negotiate to a single date. We
will set up a mailing list, in which all people can talk to each other by their email addresses in order
to ease the finding of a suitable date for everyone. You'll have to take care of travel and
accomodation yourself - using the mailing list you may find a ride or get group tickets / rooms.
DDC is going to provide 10 dates to choose from. If you are unable to negotiate with us and/or the
whole rest of the group, you might get alternative chances / dates at different events where DDC
will be on site - but we neither can guarantee for this, nor can we host a Meet & Greet for a single
runnerup who didn't match any of the provided dates in the first place.
Character Creation („Become a Rump“)
If your chosen backer tier includes creating your own playable character for RUMP! you should
definitely check your options on coming over here for the Meet & Greet in the first place. That
would be a very good chance to talk to you and your ideas, maybe even create the first sculpture or
raw model at the next day.
Total modeling and animation time may take three to four weeks, depending on general workload
and your characters complexity, of course. If your ideas should exceed certain limits (like „I want a
9-horned unicorn with three bouncy heads which spit shrinked alien heads all the time and also 23
individually animated tentacles for movement“) we might just say „eh, no.“ and turn the crazyness
down a bit. ;)
Your character and its name may not be offensive, pornographic or otherwise generally unsuitable
for a teen rated game. DDC reserves the right to remodel and rename the character at any time
(especially due to updates / technical changes) and also to remove it subsequently (if the need may
arise, e.g. copyright issues or the like).
Gold Coin („Golden R-Coin“)
Yes, this is solid gold, not plated.

We are having our unique ingame coin design set into a limited lifetime press mold, with which
we're able to emboss a 40mm diameter and 2mm thick blank coin made of 333 gold and 667 silver.
It will have an expected weight of approx. 38 grams.
This coin is limited to three pieces world wide. We are not even getting on for ourselves, since we
want it to be that unique out there - we only keep the aluminium prototype.
Be aware that this takes some time. Our Partner is the „Hamburgische Münze“, the oldest coin mint
in Germany. For these very low amount coinages they have a delivery time of about 10 weeks, plus
our own delivery time to your address of about 1 week. So please expect this to take three months
after the campaign ended.
We'll keep you posted every time we get to know something new from the coin mint. Also we'll post
photos of the prototype and the three real coins before we ship them. This item ships only in insured
parcel with tracking codes.
Holiday in the Theme Park („Holy-Day“)
Madness in the roller coasters! Unique to each backer. Limited to three. You plus one. Basic flight
(economy) and accomodation for two people included.
Three days, actually. And each of the max. three backers picking this highest available tier will have
their own experience with us. You'll arrive on day one, check in at the hotel and get to meet us in
the evening at a nice restaurant for dinner. Maybe some drinks after that - up to you.
On day two, the actual holy-day, we'll head out to the „Heide Park“ rather early in the morning.
Pretty much the whole day will be spent in roller coasters plus other attractions and rides. Please see
www.heide-park.de (or directly www.heide-park.de/heide-park/park/attraktionen/ for the rides) for
more details on this theme park.
And on your third day you can sleep in well, then we'll probably enjoy a brunch together and after
that it'll be time to catch your flight. If you want to take the chance and extend your stay in
Germany, you can easily do so by booking an additional hotel room on your own. Just let us know
about it beforehand, so we can schedule your flight back to a date comforting your plans.

--These terms of service might be updated if new things require it. If you have any questions please
send us an email to info@dedicationlabs.com - thanks!

